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0. INTRODUCTION
For a , b ) 0, g ) 0, the following integral is called the Selberg integral,
n
by1 2gay1 < <S a , b , g [ x 1 y x x y x dx . . . dx , .  . Hn i i i j 1 n
nw x0, 1 is1 1Fi-jFn
0.1 .
w xwhich appears in the random matrix theory 10, 17 as a correlation
 .function. The Selberg integral 0.1 has been evaluated by A. Selberg in
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1944 as
G jg q 1 G a q j y 1 g G b q j y 1 g .  .  . .  .
S a , b , g s . . n G g q 1 G a q b q n q j y 2 g .  . .js1
0.2 .
 .When n s 1, 0.2 shows the relation between the beta function and the
gamma function.
 .Since the integrand of 0.1 has a symmetry with respect to the change of
 .indices, the formula 0.2 is extended to the integral with a symmetry
associated with root systems by I. G. Macdonald, who used the formula
 .0.2 for checking his constant term conjecture in the case of BC-type in
w x1982 16 , and by E. M. Opdam, who has shown the truth of the constant
w xterm conjecture for any root systems 18 . For example, an explicit formula
w xfor the BC-type root system is indicated in 8 :
n n` ` a b2 2??? 4sinh t 4cosh t .  . H H i i
y` y` is1 is1
g
2 2? 4 sinh t y t ? 4 sinh t q t dt . . . dt .  . . i j i j 1 n
i-j
G jg q 1 G 2a q 2 j y 1 g q 1 .  . .
n G yb y j y 1 g q 1 G ya y b y n q j y 2 g .  . .  .
s .
G g q 1 G a q j y 1 g q 1 G y2b y 2 j y 1 g q 1 .  .  . .  .js1
0.3 .
Another possible extension of the Selberg integral is the q-analogue of
it, which we call the Jackson integral of Selberg type in this paper. This
integral can also be extended to those associated with root systems see
w x.2 . It is expected that they have a product formula which consists of
q-gamma functions as factors.
In this paper we will show a product formula for Jackson integrals in the
case of irreducible reduced root systems of rank 2 and will give a conjec-
ture for that of rank n.
Main Results
 . THEOREM 4.2.1. The Jackson integral J b , g ; j of B -type see SectionB 22
 . .4, 4.1.1 for the definition has the product formula
G 1 y b G yg G 1 y g .  .  .q q q
G 1 y b y g G yb y g G yb y 2g .  .  .q q q
J b , g ; j s 2 .B2 G 1 y 2b G 1 y 2g G y2g G 1 y 2b y 2g .  .  .  .q q q q
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q j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1yb yby2g? j j ,1 2 b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .where q x denotes the Jacobi elliptic theta function x qrx q and` ` `
 .  .1ya  .  a .  .G a denotes the q-gamma function 1 y q q r q and x [q ` ` `
`  n . 1 y q x .ns0
 .  .The Jackson integral J b , g ; j of B -type see Section 4 coincidesB 11w xwith Ramanujan's c -sum 7 up to a constant.1 1
In particular,
 .  b bqg .COROLLARY 4.2.2. The special ¨alue of J b , g ; j at j s q , q isB2
e¨aluated as
J b , g ; q b , q bqg . .B2
s 2 qy2 b 2q3 bgq2g 2 .
G 2b G 2g G 2b q 2g G yg G yb y g G yb y 2g .  .  .  .  .  .q q q q q q
? .
G b G g G b q g G y2g .  .  .  .q q q q
 .When q ª 1, the above formula coincides with the formula 0.3 where
n s 2 and b s 0.
 . THEOREM 5.2.1. The Jackson integral J b , g ; j of G -type seeG 22
 . .Section 5, 5.1.1 for the definition has the formula
J b , g ; j .G 2
G 1 y b G yg G 1 y g .  .  .q q q
G 1 y b y g G yb y 2g G y2b y 3g .  .  .q q qs
G 1 y 2b G 1 y 2g G y3g G 1 y 3b y 3g .  .  .  .q q q q
j 2gjy2 by4gq j q j q j rj q j j q j rj 2 q j 2rj .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
? .
b b b g g 2 g 2q q j q q j q q j rj q q j j q q j rj q q j rj . .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
In particular,
 .  b 2 bqg .COROLLARY 5.2.2. The special ¨alue of J b , g ; j at j s q , qG 2
is e¨aluated as
J b , g ; q b , q2 bqg . .G 2
s qy4 b 2q2 bgqg 2 .
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G 2b G 2g G 3b q 3g G yg G yb y 2g G y2b y 3g .  .  .  .  .  .q q q q q q
? .
G b G g G b q g G y3g .  .  .  .q q q q
When q ª 1, the above formula reduces to the integral
J b , g ; q b , q2 bqg . .G 2
y2 by4g 2 b 2 b 2 bª t t 1 y t 1 y t t y t .  .  .  .H 1 2 1 2 1 2
D
2g 2g2g 2 2? 1 y t t t y t t y t dt dt .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
G 2b G 2g G 3b q 3g G yg G yb y 2g G y2b y 3g .  .  .  .  .  .
s ,
G b G g G b q g G y3g .  .  .  .
5.2.3 .
 . 2 24  .where D [ x, y g R ; 0 F x F 1, 0 F y F x . The expression 5.2.3 is
very similar to the constant term of the Macdonald conjecture of G -type2
w xproved by F. G. Garvan 11 .
 .For the Jackson integral J k; j associated with an arbitrary irre-R
ducible reduced root system R, the product formula for the corresponding
Jackson integral seems to be evaluated as follows:
 .   .Conjecture 2.2.1. The Jackson integral J k; j see Section 2, 2.2 forR
.the definition should be equal to
G y r , a k G 1 y r , a k .  . .  . q k q k
q qagR agR
?k kG 1 y r , a y k G y r , a q k .  . .  . q k a q k a
q qagR agR :
k .r , a /kk a
q j a .yk aa? j k aaq q q j .agR
up to a positive integer, where Rq is the set of positive roots of R and
1
qr s  k a .k a g R a2
1. JACKSON INTEGRAL OF SELBERG TYPE
In this section, we review some facts of the Jackson integral of Selberg
type.
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w x1.0. The Jacobi Elliptic Theta Function 1
’2p y1 tLet q s e , Im t ) 0, be the elliptic modulus. For an arbitrary
< <number p g C, 0 - p - 1, we use the notations
`
n nx ; p [ 1 y p x , x ; p [ x ; p r xp ; p . .  .  .  .  .` n ` `
ns0
 .  .  .  .If p s q, we simply write x [ x; q and x [ x; q .` ` n n
 .Let q x be the Jacobi elliptic theta function defined by
`
n n ny1.r2 nq x [ y1 q x . 1.0.1 .  .  .
nsy`
We enumerate some properties of the theta function for succeeding
sections:
v triple product formula
q x s x qrx q , 1.0.2 .  .  .  .  .` ` `
v quasi-periodicity
q qx s yq x rx , 1.0.3 .  .  .
v transformation
q x s q qrx . 1.0.4 .  .  .
We also use the following convenient formulas, which are given from
 .1.0.3 :
nayn n anynnq1.r2 aq q x s y1 x q q q x , 1.0.5 .  .  .  .
naqn yn yanynny1.r2 aq q x s y1 x q q q x . 1.0.6 .  .  .  .
1.1. Definition of Jackson Integral of Selberg Type
 .  .  .nDEFINITION 1.1.1. Let f t be a function of t s t , . . . , t g C* . We1 n
define the Jackson integral as the sum over the lattice,
d t d tq 1 q n n n n1 nf t n???n [ 1yq f q j , . . . , q j , .  .  .H 1 nt tw x n0, j` 1 nq  .n , . . . , n gZ1 n
 .  .nwhere j s j , . . . , j is an arbitrary point in C* .1 n
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 .  .  .nLet F t be a q-multiplicative function of t s t , . . . , t g C*S 1 nn
defined by
n 1yb 1ygq t rtq t .  .j in ` `a a1 nF t [ t ??? t , .  S 1 n gbn q t rtq t  . .ns1 1Fi-jFn j in ` `
 .where a s a y 2 j y 1 g . We putj
F
X t [ F t 1 y t rt . .  .  .S S j in n
1Fi-jFn
 .DEFINITION 1.1.2. Let J a , b , g ; j be the Jackson integral of SelbergSn
type defined by
d t d tq 1 q nXJ a , b , g ; j [ F t n ??? n . 1.1.1 .  .  .HS Sn n t tw x0, j` 1 nq
Remark 1.1.3. The Jackson integral of Selberg type is often called that
w xof A -type 5, 6 , but only in this paper, we shall use A -type as anothern n
meaning.
 .The following theorem is a q-analogue of Eq. 0.2 .
 wTHEOREM 1.1.4 Askey]Habsieger]Kadell]Evans Type Formula 2, 9,
x.12, 13, 15 .
J a , b , g ; z .Sn
s q js 1n w bq jy1.g xa j
n G 2b q j y 1 g G a y n q j y 2 g G jg .  .  . .  .q q q
? , 1.1.2 .
G a q 2b y j y 1 g G g .  . .js1 q q
 b bqg bq2g bqny1.g .  .for z s q , q , q , . . . , q , where G x is the q-gamma func-q
tion defined by
1yx xG x [ 1 y q q r q . .  .  .  .` `q
We set
d t d tq 1 q nXjJ a , b , g , j [ F t ? e t n ??? n , .  .  .HS S n , jn n t tw x0, j` 1 nq
 .where e t is the jth elementary symmetric polynomial of t, i.e.,n, j
e t [ t i1 ??? t in . . n , j 1 n
i q ??? qi sj1 n
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Theorem 1.1.4 was proved by using the following lemma:
LEMMA 1.1.5.
1 y qnyjq1.g 1 y q aynqjy2.g .  .
j bq jy1.gJ a , b , g , j s q .S jg aq2 bq1yj.gn 1 y q 1 y q .  .
?J jy1 a , b , g , j . 1.1.3 .  .Sn
w x w xProof. This lemma was shown in 2 by using a lemma in 13 .
1.2. Theta Product Formula for the Jackson Integral of Selberg Type
 .We reproduce here a product formula like 1.1.2 for an arbitrary point
 .nj g C* .
THEOREM 1.2.1. The Jackson integral of Selberg type can be expressed as
J a , b , g ; j .Sn
n aqbyny1.gq q j .iay2 iy1.gs C a , b , g ? j . S i bn q q j .is1 i
q j rj .j i
? , 1.2.1 . gq q j rj .0Fi-jFn j i
 .where C a , b , g is a constant not depending on j . The explicit form ofSn
 .C a , b , g is written asSn
C a , b , g .Sn
n G 1 y g G 1 y a y 2b q j y 1 g G a y n q j y 2 g .  .  . .  .q q qs 
G 1 y jg G 1 y 2b y j y 1 g .  . .js1 q q
1.2.2 .
w x w xProof. See 2 or 15 .
2. JACKSON INTEGRALS ASSOCIATED WITH ROOT
SYSTEMS AND THEIR THETA PRODUCT FORMULAS
2.1. Jackson Integrals Associated with Root Systems
Let a be a n-dimensional vector space over R with an inner product
 .?, ? . Let R ; a* be an irreducible reduced root system and W be theR
group generated by orthogonal reflections with respect to the hyperplane
perpendicular to a g R, the so-called Weyl group associated with R. Let P
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  k.be the weight lattice of R defined by m g a*; m, a g Z for any
4 k  .  4a g R , where a s 2ar a , a . We fix a base a , . . . , a ; R and its1 n
 4  k.fundamental weights x , . . . , x ; P; x , a s d . The inner product1 n i j i j
and the reflections are uniquely extended linearly to h s C m a. WeR
sometimes identify the vector space h with its dual h* via the inner
 .  .  .product ?, ? : m a s m, a .
= n .Let X be an algebraic torus of dimension n, isomorphic to C . We
can embed P in X by the mapping
x n n1 nh* ª X ; x s n x q ??? qn x ¬ q [ q , . . . , q , .1 1 n n
’2p y1 twhere q s e , Im t ) 0. We denote by X the lattice subgroup
n n1 n .  .4q , . . . , q ; n g Z i s 1, . . . , n ; X. We identify P with X. Eachi
a  x1, a
k .  x n , a
k .  .a g h* defines a monomial t [ t . . . t for t s t , . . . , t g1 n 1 n
X. To each a g R, let k be a complex number such that k s k ifa a b
< < < <a s b .
 .We introduce the following function of t s t , . . . , t on X,1 n
q1yka t a .`lF k ; t s t , . R k aaq t .a)0 `
1  .where l s  1 y 2k a and ``a ) 0'' means a is a positive root ofa ) 0 a2
 .  .R. For simplicity we sometimes abbreviate F k; t by F t . The functionR R
 .F k; t is quasi-symmetric with respect to W ,R R
s F k ; t s F k ; sy1 t s U t ? F k ; t , s g W , .  .  .  . .R R s R R
 .where U t is a pseudo-constant, i.e., a q-periodic function with respect tos
t g X such that
q q ka t a .2 k y1.aaU t s t , . s 1yk aaq q t .a)0
sa-0
  .4where u t satisfies the one cocycle condition such thats s g WR
U t s U t ? s U t . .  .  .ss 9 s s 9
 a . aWe denote by A t an alternating sum of t with the action of WR R
such that
A t a [ sgn s ? t sa . . R
sgWR
We let D denote the Weyl denominator defined byR
D t [ t ar2 y tya r2 . .  .R
a)0
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By the Weyl denominator formula, we have
1
rD t s A t , where r s a . 2.1 .  .  .R R 2 a)0
Let us define
< <R r2X
F k ; t [ F k ; t ? y1 D t . .  .  .  .R R R
X  .Then, the function F k; t also has the quasi-symmetryR
s FX k ; t s sgn s ? U t ? FX k ; t , s g W . .  .  .R s R R
We now consider the Jackson integral associated with R defined by
d t d tq 1 q nXJ k ; j [ F k ; t n ??? n .  .HR R t tw x0, j` 1 nq
n X xs 1 y q F k ; q j , 2.2 .  .  . R
xgX
x .where j s j , . . . , j is an arbitrary point of X and q j means1 n
 n1 n n .  .q j , . . . , q j . It is obvious that the Jackson integral J k; j is a1 n R
q-periodic function of j g X if it is convergent:
J k ; q xj s J k ; j . .  .R R
Remark 2.1. If R is not reduced, i.e., BC-type, we will give a definition
of the Jackson integral of that type in the Appendix.
x x  .  x .We denote by Q the shift operator Q f t [ f q t , x g X for a
 .  .function f t of t g X. The function b t called the b-function is definedx
by
Q xF t .R
b t [ . 2.3 .  .x F t .R
Let = be the co¨ariant q-difference operator defined byx
= w t [ w t y b t ? Q xw t .  .  .  .x x
 .for a rational function w t .
 w x.THEOREM 2.1.2 see 4 . The following equation holds for any x g X :
n d tq i
F t ? = w t s 0. .  . HH R x tw x0, j` iq is1
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Proof. By definition of the Jackson integral, it follows that
n nd t d tq i q ixF t w t s Q F w t . .  .  .  .H HH HR Rt tw x w x0, j` 0, j`i iq qis1 is1
 .Therefore, from 2.3 , we have
n d tq i
F t w t .  . HH R tw x0, j` iq is1
n d tq ixs F t ? b t ? Q w t . .  .  . . HH R x tw x0, j` iq is1
The following corollary is easily deduced from Theorem 2.1.2.
COROLLARY 2.1.3.
n d tq i
F t ? A = w t s 0. .  . . HH R R x tw x0, j` iq is1
2.2. Theta product formula
w x  .According to Aomoto 2 , the Jackson integral J k; j has a productR
formula as follows:
 .THEOREM 2.2.1. The Jackson integral J k; j can be described asR
q j a .yk aaJ k ; j s C k ? j , 2.2.1 .  .  .R R k aaq q j .a)0
 .where C k is a constant not depending on j .R
w xProof. See 2 .
3. JACKSON INTEGRAL OF A -TYPEn
In this section we consider the Jackson integral of A -type which isn
 .quasisymmetric with respect to the symmetric group S of n q 1 stnq1
order.
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3.1. Definition of Jackson Integral of A -Typen
The Weyl denominator of A -type is equal ton
y1r2 1r2n t tj j< <A r2 y1r2 1r2ny1 D t s t y t ? y .  .  . A i in  /  / /t tis1 1Fi-jFn i i
y1r2n t tj jy1r2s t 1 y t ? 1 y . . i i  /  /t tis1 1Fi-jFn i i
DEFINITION 3.1. Let
1r2yb 1yb1ybn q t rtq t t .  .j ii j` `1r2qaybF a , b ; t s t ? , .  A i b bn  /tq t q t rt .is1 1Fi-jFn  .ii ` j i `
< <A r2X nF a , b ; t s F a , b ; t ? y1 D t . .  .  .  .A A An n n
The Jackson integral of A -type with an extra parameter a is defined byn
J a , b ; j .A n
d t d tq 1 q nXs F a , b ; t n ??? n .H A n t tw x0, j` 1 nq
n 1ybq t .i `aqny2 j.bs t 1 y t .H i ibq tw x  .0, j` is1 iq `
1yb nq t rt t d t .j i j q i`? 1 y , Hb  /t tq t rti-j is1 . i ij i `
n 1ybqn iq j .in  . `aq ny2 j bn ni is 1yq q j 1yq j .  .  .  i ibqn iq jn  .is1 i . `n , . . . , n gZ1 n
q1ygqn jyn ij rj j .j i j` n ynj i? 1 y q gqn ynj i  /q j rj j .1Fi-jFn j i i`
which is of A -type when a s 0.n
3.2. Con¨ergency of Jackson Integral of A -typen
 .nWe assume the following conditions for a point j g C* :
Assumption 3.2.1. q bj / 1, q"1, q" 2, . . . and qgj rj / 1, q"1,i j i
q" 2, . . . .
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X  .Since F 0, b ; t has the quasi-symmetry with respect to the WeylA n
 .group W ( S , in order to prove convergency of J 0, b ; j it isA nq1 An n
enough to see the following summation is convergent,
n 1ybqn iq j .in  . `aq ny2 j bn ni i1 y q q j 1 y q j .  .  .  i ibqn iq j .is1 i . `n , . . . , n gD1 n
q1ygqn jyn ij rj j .j i j` n ynj i? 1 y q , 3.2.1 . gqn ynj i  /q j rj j .1Fi-jFn j i i`
where the sum runs over the region such that
D [ n , . . . , n g Zn ; n G 0, n y n G 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 4 .  .1 n 1 iq1 i
s n , . . . , n g Zn ; n s m q ??? qm , m g Z 0 F i F n . 4 .  .1 n i 1 i i G 0
 .Under Assumption 3.2.1, the factors appearing in 3.2.1
1ybqn 1ygqn ynj j iq j q j rj .  .j j i` `n j, 1 y q j , ,j gqn ynbqn j ij q j rjq j  . . j ij ``
j jn ynj iand 1 y q
j i
 .  .are bounded if n , . . . , n runs over D. Hence, for convergency of 3.2.11 n
it is sufficient to see the following convergence:
n b ny2 j.njs 1 jq
 .n , . . . , n gD1 n
n b ny2 j. m q ??? qm .js 1 1 js q
m gZ ;j G 0
js1, . . . , n
n nm  b ny2 j.q ??? qm  b ny2 j.q ??? qm yb n.1 js1 i js i ns q
m gZ ;j G 0
js1, . . . , n
nyb  inyiq1.mis1 i  4s q - ` if Re b - 0.
m gZ ;j G 0
js1, . . . , n
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Therefore
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. The Jackson integral J 0, b , j of A -type is con¨er-A nn
 4gent if Re b - 0.
3.3. Theta Product Formula for A -Typen
We want to get a relation between the Jackson integral of A -type andn
 .  .that of Selberg type. In 1.1.3 we substitute a q n y 2 b and b for a
and g , respectively;
1 y qnyjq1.b 1 y q ayj b .  .
j j bJ a q n y 2 b , b , b ; j s q . .S j b aqnyjq1.bn 1 y q 1 y q .  .
?J jy1 a q n y 2 b , b , b ; j . 3.3.1 .  . .Sn
 .Then, by using 3.3.1 , we get the following relation:
PROPOSITION 3.3.
n
j jJ a , b ; j s y1 ? J a q n y 2 b , b , b ; j .  .  . .A Sn n
js0
s J 0 a q n y 2 b , b , b ; j . .Sn
n
j jq y1 ? J a q n y 2 b , b , b ; j .  . . Sn
js1
nyiq1.b ayibjn 1 y q 1 y q .  .j ibs 1 q y1 q .  ib aqnyiq1.b1 y q 1 y q .  .is1js1
?J a q n y 2 b , b , b ; j . .Sn
nq1.a n j b1 y q 1 y q .  .
s a aqj b1 y q 1 y q .  .js1
?J a q n y 2 b , b , b ; j . 3.3.2 .  . .Sn
 .  .Using the product formula 1.2.1 for 3.3.2 , we have the following
formula:
COROLLARY 3.4. The Jackson integral of A -type with a has the formulan
n aq q j q j rj .  .i j iaqny2 i.bJ a , b ; j s C a , b ? j , .  .  A A i b bn n q q j q q j rj .is1 0Fi-jFn  .i j i
3.3.3 .
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 .where C a , b is a constant such thatA n
nq1.a n j b1 y q 1 y q .  .
C a , b s . A a aqj bn 1 y q 1 y q .  .js1
G 1 y b G 1 y a y n y j q 1 b G a y j b .  .  . .q q q
? .
G 1 y j b G 1 y j q 1 b .  . .q q
3.3.4 .
4. JACKSON INTEGRAL OF B -TYPEn
4.1.1. Definition of the Jackson Integral of B -Typen
The Weyl denominator of B -type is equal ton
n
< <B r2 y1r2 1r2ny1 D t s t y t .  .  .B i in
is1
y1r2 1r2t tj j y1r2 1r2
? y t t y t t .  .  /j i j i /  / /t t1Fi-jFn i i
n tjy1r2 y1s t 1 y t ? t 1 y 1 y t t . .  . i i j j i /tis1 1Fi-jFn i
 .nThe Weyl group W ( Zr2Z i S is generated byB nn
r : t , t , . . . , t ª ty1 , t , . . . , t , .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
s : t , t , . . . , t ª t , t , . . . , t , s g S . .  .1 2 n s 1. s 2. s n. n
DEFINITION 4.1.1. Let
n 1ybq t .i `1r2ybF b , g ; t s t . B i bn q t .is1 i `
q1yg t rt q1yg t t .  .j i j i` `1y2g? t , j g gq t rt q t t .  .1Fi-jFn j i j i` `
< <B r2X nF b , g ; t s F b , g ; t ? y1 D t . .  .  .  .B B Bn n n
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The Jackson integral of B -type is defined byn
J b , g ; j .Bn
d t d tq 1 q nXs F b , g ; t n ??? n .H Bn t tw x0, j` 1 nq
n 1ybq t .i `yby2 iy1.gs t 1 y t .H i ibq tw x  .0, j` is1 iq `
1yg 1yg nq t rt q t t t d t .  .j i j i j q i` `? 1 y 1 y t t . Hj ig g  /q t rt q t t t t .  .1Fi-jFn j i j i i iis1` `
n 1ybqn iq j .in  . `yby2 iy1 gn ni is 1yq q j 1yq j .  .  .  i ibqn iq jn  .is1 i . `n , . . . , n gZ1 n
q1ygqn jyn ij rj q1ygqn jqn ij j .  .j i j i` `?  gqn yn gqn qnj i j iq j rj q j j .  .1Fi-jFn j i j i` `
j jn yn n qnj i j i? 1 y q 1 y q j j . 4.1.1 . .j i /j i
4.1.2. Con¨ergency of the Jackson Integral of B -Typen
 .nWe assume the following conditions for a point j g C* :
Assumption 4.1.2. q b j / 1, q"1, q" 2, . . . and qgj rj , qgj j / 1, q"1,i j i j i
q" 2, . . . .
X  .Since F b , g ; t has the quasi-symmetry with respect to W , in orderB Bn n
 .to prove convergency of J b , g ; j is is enough to see the followingBn
summation is convergent,
n 1ybqn iq j .in  . `yby2 iy1 gn ni i1 y q q j 1 y q j .  .  .  i ibqn iq j .is1 i . `n , . . . , n gD1 n
q1ygqn jyn ij rj q1ygqn jqn ij j .  .j i j i` `?  gqn yn gqn qnj i j iq j rj q j j .  .1Fi-jFn j i j i` `
j jn yn n qnj i j i? 1 y q 1 y q j j 4.1.2 . .j i /j i
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where the sum runs over the region such that
D [ n , . . . , n g Zn ; n G 0, n y n G 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 4 .  .1 n 1 iq1 i
s n , . . . , n g Zn ; n s m q ??? qm , m g Z i s 1, 2, . . . , n . .  . 41 n i 1 i i G 0
 .Under Assumption 4.1.2, the factors appearing in 4.1.2
1ybqn 1ygqn ynj j iq j q j rj .  .j j i` `n j< <, 1 y q j , ,j gqn ynbqn j ij q j rjq j  . . j ij ``
1ygqn ynj iq j jj  .j ij `n yn n ynj i j i< <1 y q , , and 1 y q j jj igqn ynj ij q j j .i j i `
 .  .and bounded if n , . . . , n runs over D. Hence, for convergency of 4.1.21 n
it is sufficient to see the convergence
ny w bq2 jy1.g xnjs 1 jq
 .n , . . . , n gD1 n
ny w bq2 jy1.g x m q? ? ?qm .js 1 1 js q
m gZ ;j G 0
js1, . . . , n
n nym  w bq2 jy1.g xy? ? ?ym  w bq2 jy1.g xy? ? ?ym w bq2ny1.g x1 js1 i js i ns q
m gZ ;j G 0
js1, . . . , n
ym w bqny1.g xny? ? ?ym w bqnqiy2.g xnyiq1.y? ? ?ym w bq2ny1.g x1 i ns q
m gZ ;j G 0
js1, . . . , n
- `
  . 4   . 4if Re b q n y 1 g - 0 and Re b q 2 n y 1 g - 0. Therefore
PROPOSITION 4.1.3. The Jackson integral of B type is con¨ergent ifn
Re b q n y 1 g - 0 and Re b q 2 n y 1 g - 0. 4  4 .  .
4.2. Theta Product Formula for B -Typen
We consider Theorem 2.2.1 for B -type.n
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THEOREM 4.2.1. The Jackson integral of B -type has the formulan
n q j .iyby2 iy1.gJ b , g ; j s C b , g ? j .  . B B i bn n q q j .is1 i
q j rj q j j .  .j i j i
? , g gq q j rj q q j j .  .1Fi-jFn j i j i
 .where C b , g is a constant not depending on j .Bn
Moreover,
 .Conjecture 4.2.2. The explicit form of C b , g should be written asBn
G 1 y j g G 1 y g G 1 y b y j y 1 g .  .  . .  .q q q
n G yb y n q j y 2 g . .q
C b , g s 2 , . Bn G 2 1 y j g G 1 y jg G 1 y 2b y 2 j y 1 g .  .  . .  .js1 q q q
 b bqg bq2g bqny1.g .and if j s q , q , q , . . . , q , then
J b , g ; j s 2 qy js 1n  bq jy1.g . bq2 jy1.g . .Bn
G jg G 2b q 2 j y 1 g .  . .q q
n G y j y 1 g G yb y n q j y 2 g .  . .  .q q
? .
G g G b q j y 1 g G y2 j y 1 g .  .  . .  .js1 q q q
In the next subsections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, we will give a proof of
Conjecture 4.2.2 in the case where n s 2.
Remark 4.2.3. That of the case n s 3 can be proved in the same way as
the case n s 2.
 .Remark 4.2.4. When q ª 1, the formula 4.2 coincides with the for-
 .mula 0.3 with b s 0.
Proof of Conjecture 4.2.2 for n s 2.
4.3. Recurrence relations of B -Type2
 l1 ln. l1 lnWe denote by A t . . . t the alternating sum of t ??? t with theB 1 n 1 nn
action of W such thatBn
l l l l l yl1 n 1 n j jA t . . . t [ sgn s ? s t ??? t s det t y t . .  .  . 1F i , jFnB 1 n 1 n i in
sgWBn
4.3.2 .
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 .  .According to the Weyl denominator formula 2.1 , D t can be expandedBn
into the alternating sum with respect to W asBn
D t s A t1r2 t 3r2 ??? t 2 ny1.r2 . 4.3.3 .  . .B B 1 2 nn n
For simplicity we let
< <B r2 l r2 l r2n 1 nl , . . . , l B [ y1 A t ??? t , .  .  .1 n n B 1 nn
d t d tq 1 q nl , . . . , l1 nJ b , g ; j [ F b , g ; t ? l , . . . , l n???n , .  .  .H BB B 1 n nn 2 t tw x0, j` 1 nq
so that
J 1, . . . , 2 ny1 b , g ; j s J b , g ; j . 4.3.4 .  .  .B Bn n
Then we have
 .Conjecture 4.3.1. For B -type, the recurrence relations for J b , g ; jn Bn
should be expressed in the forms
J b q 1, g ; j s b b , g J b , g ; j , 4.3.5 .  .  .  .B B Bn n n
J b , g q 1; j s c b , g J b , g ; j , 4.3.6 .  .  .  .B B Bn n n
where
n 2 bq2 jy1.g 2 bq2 jy1.gq11 y q 1 y q .  .
b b , g s , . B b bq jy1.g bqnqjy2.gq1n q 1 y q 1 y q .  .js1
1
c b , g s . nB g nny1.gn 1 y q q .
2 jy2
2 jy1.gqi 2 bq2 jy1.gqiy11 y q 1 y q .  .
is1
j
jgqky11 y q .n
ks1
? . jy1
js1  jy1.gqi bq jy1.gqiy11 y q 1 y q .  .
is1
nqjy2
bqnqjy2.gqk1 y q .
ks1
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As a special case, we have
PROPOSITION 4.3.2.
1 y q2 b 1 y q2 bq1 1 y q2 bq2g 1 y q2 bq2gq1 .  .  .  .
b b , g s , .B 2 b b bqg bqgq1 bq2gq12 q 1 y q 1 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .  .
4.3.7 .
c b , g .B2
22g 2gq1 2gq2 2 bq2g 2 bq2gq11 y q 1 y q 1 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .  .  .
s .2g g gq1 bqgq 1 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .
bqgq1 bq2gq1 bq2gq21 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .
4.3.8 .
Remark 4.3.3. Conjecture 4.2.2 follows from Conjecture 4.3.1. What we
 .are interested in is the fact that almost the same relation as 4.3.5 appears
in the problem of the q-constant term conjecture for BC -type proved byn
w xK. Kadell 14 . However, we do not know why it does so.
 .Proof of Proposition 4.3.2. Difference relations of F b , g ; t areB2
F b q 1, g ; t s g t ? F b , g ; t , .  .  .B b B2 2
F b , g q 1; t s g t ? F b , g ; t , .  .  .B g B2 2
where
g t s ty1 1 y t q b 1 y t qyb ? ty1 1 y t q b 1 y t qyb .  .  .  .  .b 1 1 1 2 2 2
s t q ty1 y q b q qyb t q ty1 y q b q qyb .  . .  .1 1 2 2
2b yb b ybs S t y q q q S t q q q q , 4.3.9 .  .  . .  .2 1
g t s ty2 1 y qg t rt 1 y qyg t rt 1 y qg t t 1 y qyg t t .  .  .  .  .g 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
2g yg g ygs S t y q q q S t q q q q , 4.3.10 .  .  .  .  .3 2
 . y1 y1  .  y1 . y1 .  .and S t [ t q t q t q t , S t [ t q t t q t , S t [1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 3
2 y2 2 y2  .t q t q t q t . Each S t has the equations such that1 1 2 2 j
S t ? 1, 3 s 1, 5 y 1, 3 , 4.3.11 .  .  .  .  .B B B1 2 2 2
S t ? 1, 3 s 3, 5 y 1, 5 y 1, 3 , 4.3.12 .  .  .  .  .  .B B B B2 2 2 2 2
S t ? 1, 3 s 1, 7 y 1, 3 . 4.3.13 .  .  .  .  .B B B3 2 2 2
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 .  .  .  .It is easy to see the relations 4.3.11 , 4.3.12 , and 4.3.13 , by using 4.3.2
 .  .and the Laplace expansion for matrices. From 4.3.9 and 4.3.10 , we have
35 15 13J b q 1, g ; j s J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j .  .  .  .B B B B2 2 2 2
b yb 15 13y q q q J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j .  . . B B2 2
2b yb 13q q q q J b , g ; j , 4.3.14 .  . . B2
J b , g q 1; j .B2
15 13s J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j .  .B B2 2
g yg 35 15 13y q q q J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j .  .  .  .B B b2 2 2
2g yg 13q q q q J b , g ; j . 4.3.15 .  .  .B2
In Section 2, we defined the shift operator Q x. In particular, we use
x1  .  .  .  .Q f t , t s f qt , t . The b-function b t corresponding to F t is1 2 1 2 x B1 2
Q x1 F t ybq1r2 b yg gq 1 y q t 1 y q t rt 1 y q t t .  .  . .B 1 2 1 1 22b t [ s . .x 1yb gy1 1yg1 F t 1 y q t 1 y q t rt 1 y q t t .  .  .  .B 1 2 1 1 22
Then, by Corollary 2.1.3, we have
d t d tq 1 q 2
F t ? A = w t n s 0, 4.3.16 .  .  . .H B B x2 2 1 t tw x0, j` 1 2q
 .  .  . x1  .  .where = w t s w t y b t ? Q w t for a rational function w t . We letx x1 1
w t s t m1 r2 t m2 r2 1 y qyb t 1 y qg t rt 1 y qyg t t .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .in 4.3.16 . By taking m , m s 1, y1 , 1, 1 , and 3, y1 , we have1 2
1 y q bq2gq1 J 15 b , g ; j . . B2
q yq b q qg y q bqg q qgq1 y q bqgq1 q q2gq1 J 13 b , g ; j . . B2
s 0, 4.3.17 .
yqg y q2g y q bq2g q q q q bq1 q q bqgq1 J 35 b , g ; j . . B2
q qg q y q b J 15 b , g ; j q 1 y qg 1 y q bqgq1 J 13 b , g ; j .  .  . .  .B B2 2
s 0, 4.3.18 .
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1 y q bq2gq2 J 17 b , g ; j q qg y1 q q bq2 J 35 b , g ; j .  . .  .B B2 2
q qyb q qg 1 q qgq2 J 15 b , g ; j . .  . B2
q qyb q qg qg q q2 J 13 b , g ; j . .  . B2
s 0. 4.3.19 .
17 . 35 . 15 .By eliminating J b , g ; j , J b , g ; j , and J b , g ; j from Eqs.B B B2 2 2
 .  .  .  .  .4.3.14 , 4.3.15 , 4.3.17 , 4.3.18 , and 4.3.19 , we obtain the recurrence
 .relations of J b , g ; j .B2
4.4. Asymptotic Beha¨ior of the Jackson Integral of B -Type2
PROPOSITION 4.4.1. The asymptotic beha¨ior of the Jackson integral
 .J b y N, g y N; j at N ª q` is gi¨ en byB2
J b y N , g y N ; j .B2
; C ? q2 NNq1.y2 N bqg .B2
jybjyby2gq j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
? ,
b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
where C is a constant not depending on b , g , and j .B2
In order to prove Proposition 4.4.1 we prepare five lemmas.
 .  .nLEMMA 4.4.2. The following equation holds for g x; n [ y1
qn ny1.r2 xn :
q qc x q x .  .
s s g x ; n . 4.4.1 .  .cn cqn nq q q x q q x .  .
 .  .Proof. It is easy to see 4.4.1 from the property 1.0.6 of the theta
function.
 . 2 < < < < < <LEMMA 4.4.3. Let D [ n , n g Z ; n F N, n F N, n y n FN 1 2 1 2 2 1
< < 4N, n q n F N , and2 1
1r2qs 3r2qs1 2n n1 2G n , n [ j q j q .  .  .1 2 1 2
? g j ; n g j ; n g j rj ; n yn g j j ; n qn , .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
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F n , n ; N [ q1ybqNqn 1j q1ybqNyn 1rj .  .  .1 2 1 1` `
? q1ybqNqn 2j q1ybqNyn 2rj .  .2 2` `
? q1ygqNqn 2yn 1j rj q1ygqNqn 1yn 2j rj .  .2 1 1 2` `
? q1ygqNqn 2qn 1j j q1ygqNyn 1yn 2r j j . . .  .2 1 1 2` `
Then
lim G n , n F n , n ; N s G n , n . 4.4.2 .  .  .  . 1 2 1 2 1 2
Nª` 2 .n , n gD ngZ1 2 N
 .Proof. We assume « is an arbitrary positive number. If n , n g D ,1 2 n
 .the factor F n , n ; N is bounded,1 2
< <F n , n ; N - C , .1 2
where C is a constant not depending on n , n , and N. There exists m1 2 1
such that
< < < 3r2.n 1
2q3 r2.n 22qs1n1qs 2 n 2 n1q1 r2qs1 3n 2q3 r2qs2 <G n , n s q j j .1 2 1 2
< 3r4.n 1
2q3 r4.n 22 <- q ,
< < < < 3r4.n 1
2q3 r4.n 222for n ) m or n ) m . Since  q is convergent,1 1 2 1 n , n .g Z1 2
there exists m such that2
«2 23r4.n q3r4.n1 2< <q - . 3C< <n )m1 2
< <or n )m2 2
 4  . 2 < <  .4We put m [ max m , m and M [ n , n g Z ; n - m i s 1, 2 ,0 1 2 1 2 i 0
which do not depend on N. Then
«
< <G n , n - 4.4.3 .  . 1 2 3C2ngZ yM
and
< < < <G n , n F n , n ; N - C ? G n , n - «r3. .  .  . 1 2 1 2 1 2
ngD yM ngD yMN N
4.4.4 .
 .For n , n g M, there exists N such that1 2 0
«
< <G n , n F n , n ; N y G n , n - 4.4.5 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 < <3 M
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 .  .  .for all N ) N . From 4.4.3 , 4.4.4 , and 4.4.5 , we obtain0
G n , n F n , n ; N y G n , n .  .  . 1 2 1 2 1 2
2ngD ngZN
< <- G n , n F n , n ; N y G n , n .  .  . 1 2 1 2 1 2
ngM
< <q G n , n F n , n ; N .  . 1 2 1 2
D yMN
< <q G n , n . 1 2
2ngZ yM
- « .
LEMMA 4.4.4. Let N be a sufficiently enormous positi¨ e integer such that
N N
 4  4q Re a q c ) 0 and y Re c ) 0.
4 4
< <Then the following holds for all n such that n ) N:
< anqn ny1.r2 bqNqn cqNyn < < < Nr2q q q s O q . .  .  .` `
Proof. We assume n ) N. There exists a constant C not depending on
n and N such that
bqnqNq .`
- C.1ycqnyNq .`
 .By using the property 1.0.5 of the theta function, we have
< anqn ny1.r2 bqNqn cqNyn <q q q .  .` `
bqNqnq .`anqn ny1.r2 cqNyns q q q . 1ycqnyNq .`
anqn ny1.r2 cnyN .qnyN .nyNq1.r2 c- q q q q C .
NnyNq1.r2qNr4qaqc.nqn r4yC .N c< <s q q q C .
< NnyNq1.r2qNr4qaqc.nqNr4yc.N < < c <- q q q C .
< Nr2qNr2.nyN . < < c < < Nr2 < < c <- q q q C - q q q C. .  .
We can prove the case n - yN in same way as n ) N.
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LEMMA 4.4.5. Let
d t d tq 1 q 2s 1r2 3r2J b , g ; j [ s t t F b , g ; t ? n .  . .HB 1 2 B2 2 t tw x0, j` 1 2q
for s g W . 4.4.6 .B2
s  .When N ª `, the asymptotic beha¨ior of J b y N, g y N; j isB2
J s b y N , g y N ; j .B2
jybjyby2gq j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 12 NNq1.y2 N bqg .; q ?
b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
4 1r2 3r2 1r2 3r2q t t s t t d t d t .  .` 1 2 1 2 q 1 q 2
? n .H
q t q t q t rt q t t t t .  .  .  .w x0, j` 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2q
Proof.
J s b , g ; j .B2
q1yb t q1yb t .  .1 2` `1r2 3r2 1r2 1r2s s t t ? t ? t .H 1 2 1 2b b b bt q t t q tw x  .  .0, j` 1 1 2 2q ` `
1r2yg 1yg 1ygt q t rt q t t d t d t .  .2 2 1 2 1 q 1 q 2` `1r2yg
? ? t t n .2 1g g /t q t rt q t t t t .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2` `
q1yb t q1ybrt .  .1 1` `4 1r2 3r2 1r2s q s t t ? t .  .H` 1 2 1 b bt q q tw x  .0, j` 1 1q
1r2yg1yb 1yb 1yg 1ygq t q rt t q t rt q t rt .  .  .  .2 2 2 2 1 1 2` ` ` `1r2? t ?2 gb b  /t q q t rtt q q t  . . 1 2 12 2
q1yg t t q1ygr t t d t d t . .  .2 1 2 1 q 1 q 2` `1r2yg
? t t n .2 1 gq q t t t t .2 1 1 2
4 yb yby2gq j j .` 1 2 1r2 3r2s s t t .H 1 2b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j w x .  . .  . 0, j`1 2 2 1 2 1 q
j bq q bj .1 11r2 1yb 1yb?t q t q rt .  .1 1 1` `b bt q q t .1 1
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j bq q bj .2 21r2 1yb 1yb?t q t q rt .  .2 2 2` `b bt q q t .2 2
g1r2 gt j rj q q j rj .  .2 2 1 2 1 1yg 1yg? q t rt q t rt .  .g 2 1 1 2` `g /t t rt q q t rt .  .1 2 1 2 1
g gj j q q j j .  .2 1 2 11r2 1yg? t t q t t .  .g2 1 2 1 `gt t q q t t .  .2 1 2 1
d t d tq 1 q 21yg? q r t t n . 4.4.7 .  . .2 1 ` t t1 2
 1r2 3r2 . s1 s2  .We write s t t by t t . By using Lemma 4.4.2, 4.4.7 is written as1 2 1 s
2 4 yb yby2g1 y q q j j .  .` 1 2sJ b , g ; j s .B b b g g2 q q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
1r2qs 3r2qs1 2n n1 2? j q j q .  . 1 2
2 .n , n gZ1 2
q q bj .1 1ybqn 1ybyn1 1? q j q rj .  .1 1` `bn bqn1 1q q q j .1
q q bj .2 1ybqn 1ybyn2 2? q j q rj .  .2 2` `bn bqn2 2q q q j .2
q qgj rj .2 1
? n yn .g gqn yn2 1 2 1q q q j rj .2 1
? q1ygqn 2yn 1j rj q1ygqn 1yn 2j rj .  .2 1 1 2` `
q qgj j .2 1
? n qn .g gqn qn2 1 2 1q q q j j .2 1
? q1ygqn 2qn 1j j q1ygyn 1yn 2r j x . .  .2 1 1 2` `
2 4 yb yby2g1 y q q j j .  .` 1 2s
b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
1r2qs 3r2qs1 2n n1 2? j q j q .  . 1 1
2 .n , n gZ1 2
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?g j ; n g j ; n g j rj ; n y n g j j ; n q n .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
? q1ybqn 1j q1ybyn 1rj q1ybqn 2j q1ybyn 2rj .  .  .  .1 1 2 2` ` ` `
? q1ygqn 2yn 1j rj q1ygqn 1yn 2j rj .  .2 1 1 2` `
? q1ygqn 2qn 1j j q1ygyn 1yn 2r j j . 4.4.8 .  . .  .2 1 1 2` `
 .By applying Lemma 4.4.3 and Lemma 4.4.4 to 4.4.8 , we have the asymp-
s  .totic behavior of J b y N, g y N; j at N ª ` asB2
J s b y N , g y N ; j .B2
2 4 ybqN yby2gq3 N1 y q q j j .  .` 1 2
; 4.4.9 .byN byN gyN gyNq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
1r2qs 3r2qs1 2n n1 2? j q j q g j ; n g j ; n .  . .  . 1 2 1 1 2 2
2 .n , n gZ1 2
? g j rj ; n y n g j j ; n q n .  .2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
2 4 ybqN yby2gq3 N1 y q q j j .  .` 1 2s 4.4.10 .byN byN gyN gyNq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
q j q j .  .1 21r2qs 3r2qs1 2n n1 2? j q j q .  . 1 2 n n1 2q q j q q j .  .2 1 2 .n , n gZ1 2
q j rj q j j .  .2 1 2 1
?
n yn n qn2 1 2 1q q j rj q q j j .  .2 1 2 1
jybqNjyby2gq3 N1 2s 4.4.11 .byN byN gyN gyNq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
4 1r2qs 3r2qs1 2q t t d t d t .` 1 2 q 1 q 2
? nH
q t q t q t rt q t t t t .  .  .  .w x0, j` 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2q
jybjyby2gq j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 12 NNq1.y2 N bqg .s q ?
b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
4.4.12 .
4 1r2 3r2 1r2 3r2q t t s t t d t d t .  .` 1 2 1 2 q 1 q 2
? n .H
q t q t q t rt q t t t t .  .  .  .w x0, j` 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2q
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 .  .  .From 4.4.9 to 4.4.10 , we took Lemma 4.4.2., and from 4.4.11 to
 .  .4.4.12 , we used 1.0.5 .
 .LEMMA 4.4.6. The following integral J j does not depend on j :
1 y t 1 y t 1 y t rt 1 y t t d t .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 q 1
J j [ . H
q t q t q t rt q t t t .  .  .  .w x0, j` 1 2 2 1 2 1 1q
d tq 2n .
t2
 .Proof. We denote by F t the integrand
1 y t 1 y t 1 y t rt 1 y t t .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
,
q t q t q t rt q t t .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
which is symmetric with respect to W :B2
s F t s F t , s g W . 4.4.13 .  .  .B2
 .Since J j is a meromorphic function with simple poles in the set
2
j g C* ; q j q j q j rj q j j s 0 , .  .  .  .  . 41 2 2 1 2 1
 .J j can be written as
f j .
J j s , .
q j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
 .  .2  .where f j is holomorphic function on C* . From 4.4.13 , we have
J j , j s J j , j . .  .1 2 2 1
This implies that
j f j , j s yj f j , j . .  .1 1 2 2 2 1
 .  .  .The function f j is divided by q j rj because f j , j s 0 if j s j .1 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .We put f j s q j rj g j where g j is holomorphic function on2 1
 .2  .C* . From 4.4.13 , we have
J j , j s J jy1 , j . .  .1 2 1 2
Then we get
q j j .1 2 y1g j , j s yj g j , j . .  .1 2 1 1 2y1q j j .1 2
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 .  .  .  .If j j s 1, then g j , j s 0. We are able to write g j s q j j h j1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .2  .where h j is holomorphic function on C* . By definition, J j is
q-periodic:
J qj , j s J j , j , J j , qj s J j , j . .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Thus we have
h j , j h j , j .  .1 2 1 2
h qj , j s y , h j , qj y . .  .1 2 1 2j j1 2
Therefore we conclude that
h j , j s Cq j q j , .  .  .1 2 1 2
where C is a constant not depending on j .
Proof of Proposition 4.4.1. From the Weyl denominator formula, we can
 .write J b , g ; j as the alternating sum with respect to W ,B B2 2
J b , g ; j s sgns ? J s b , g ; j , 4.4.14 .  .  .B B2 2
sgWB2
s  .  .where J b , g ; j has already been defined by 4.4.6 in Lemma 4.4.5.B2
 .Using Lemma 4.4.5 and 4.4.14 , we obtain
J b y N , g y N ; j .B2
jybjyby2gq j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 12 NNq1.y2 N bqg .; q ?
b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
4 1r2 3r2q t t D t d t d t .  .` 1 2 B q 1 q 22? nH
q t q t q t rt q t t t t .  .  .  .w x0, j` 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2q
jybjyby2gq j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 12 NNq1.y2 N bqg .s q ?
b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 1 1 2 1
4q 1 y t 1 y t 1 y t rt 1 y t t d t d t .  .  .  .  .` 1 2 2 1 2 1 q 1 q 2
? nH
q t q t q t rt q t t t t .  .  .  .w x0, j` 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2q
s q2 NNq1.y2 N bqg .
jybjyby2gq j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
? ? J j . .b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
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 .We have already established that J j does not depend on j by Lemma
4.4.6. Hence we conclude the proof of Proposition 4.4.1.
4.5. Final Step of the Proof of Theta Product Formula for B -Type2
From Proposition 4.3.2, the following recurrence relation between
 .  .J b , g ; j and J b y 1, g y 1; j is deduced:B B2 2
J b , g ; j s b b y 1, g c b y 1, g y 1 ? J b y 1, g y 1; j .  .  .  .B B B B2 2 2 n
4.5.1 .
and
b b y 1, g c b y 1, g y 1 .  .B B2 2
s q2 by1.q2gy1.
qy2 bq1 qy2g qy2gq1 qy2 by2gq1 .  .  .  .2 2 2 4
? .ybq1 yg ygq1 ybyg ybygq1 yby2gq q q q q q . .  .  .  .  .11 1 2 2 3
 .We have the following relation by recurrent use of 4.5.1 ,
J b , g ; j s R N J b y N , g y N ; j , 4.5.2 .  .  .  .B B B2 2 n
where
R N .B2
q2 b Nq2g NyNNq1. qy2 bq1 qy2g qy2gq1 qy2 bq2gq1 .  .  .  .2 N 2 N 2 N 4 Ns .ybq1 yg ygq1 ybyg ybygq1 yby2gq q q q q q . .  .  .  .  .NN N 2 N 2 N 3 N
 .Morever, combining 4.5.2 and Proposition 4.4.1, we obtain
J b , g ; j .B2
C qy2 bq1 qy2g qy2gq1 qy2 by2gq1 .  .  .  .B ` ` ` `2s ybq1 yg ygq1 ybyg ybygq1 yby2gq q q q q q . .  .  .  .  .`` ` ` ` `
jybjyby2gq j q j q j rj q j j .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
? . 4.5.3 .b b g gq q j q q j q q j rj q q j j .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
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 .Putting g s 0 in 4.5.3 , we have
qy2 bq1 jybq j . . 1 1`
J b , 0; j s 2C ? .B B ybq1 yb b2 2 q q q q j .  .  .1` `
qy2 bq1 jybq j 2 .  .2`
? . 4.5.4 .ybq1 yb bq q q q j .  .  .2` `
 .  .On the other hand, by the definition 4.1.1 of J b , g ; j , we haveB2
q1yb t .1 `ybJ b , 0; j s t 1 y t .  .HB 1 1b2 q tw x  .0, j` 1q `
q1yb t d t d t .2 q 1 q 2`yb? t 1 y t n .2 2b t tq t . 1 22 `
q1yb t d t .1 q 1`ybs t 1 y t .H 1 1b tq tw x  .0, j ` 111 q `
q1yb t d t .2 q 2`yb? t 1 y t .H 2 2b tq tw x  .0, j ` 222 q `
s J b ; j ? J b ; j .  .B 1 B 21 1
2 1 y q q qy2 bq1 jybq j .  .  . .` 1 1`s ybq1 yb bq q q q j .  .  .1` `
2 1 y q q qy2 bq1 jybq j .  .  . .` 2 2`
? . 4.5.5 .ybq1 yb bq q q q j .  .  .2` `
 .  .  .2 .2Comparing 4.5.4 with 4.5.5 , we have C s 2 1 y q q . Hence weB `2
obtain Theorem 4.2.1 in the case n s 2.
5. JACKSON INTEGRAL OF G -TYPE2
5.1. Definition of Jackson Integral of G -Type2
The Weyl denominator of G -type is equal to2
y1r2 1r2y1r2 1r2 y1r2 1r2D t s t y t t y t t t y t t .  .  . .  .  .G 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 12
y1r2 1r2y1r2 1r2t t t t2 2 2 2
? y y2 2 /  /  /  / /  /t t t t1 1 1 1
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y1r2 1r22 2t t2 2
? y /  / /t t1 1
s t ty3 1 y t 1 y t 1 y t rt 1 y t t .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
? 1 y t 2rt 1 y t rt 2 . .  .2 1 2 1
DEFINITION 5.1.1. Let
q1yb t q1yb t .  .1 2` `1r2yb 1r2ybF a , b ; t s t ? t .G 1 2b b2 q t q t .  .1 2` `
1r2yb 1ybt q t rt .2 2 1 `
?
b /t q t rt .1 2 1 `
1r2yg1yg 1yg 2q t t t q t rt .  .2 1 2 2 1` `1r2yg
? t t ? .2 1 g 2 g 2 /q t t t q t rt .  .2 1 1 2 1` `
1r2yg2 1yg 2t q t rt .2 2 1 `
? ,
b 2 /t q t rt .1 2 1 `
F
X b , g ; t s F b , g ; t ? D t . .  .  .G G G2 2 2
The Jackson integral of G -type is defined by2
J b , g ; j .G 2
d t d tq 1 q 2Xs F b , g ; t n .H G 2 t tw x0, j` 1 2q
q1yb t q1yb t .  .1 2` `2g y2 by4gs t t ?H 1 2 b bq t q tw x  .  .0, j` 1 2q ` `
q1yb t rt q1yg t t q1yg t rt 2 q1yg t 2rt .  .  .  .2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1` ` ` `
?
gb g 2 g 2q t tq t rt q t rt q t rt . .  .  .2 12 1 2 1 2 1`` ` `
? 1 y t 1 y t 1 y t rt 1 y t t .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1
d t d tq 1 q 22 2? 1 y t rt 1 y t rt n . 5.1.1 . .  .2 1 2 1 t t1 2
The Weyl group W is generated byG 2
t , t ª ty1 , ty1 , .  .1 2 2 1
t , t ª ty1 , ty1 t , .  .1 2 1 1 2
which is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 12.
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5.1.2. Con¨ergency of the Jackson Integral of G -Type2
 .nWe assume the following conditions at a point j g C* :
Assumption 5.1.2. q bj , q bj rj / 1, q"1, q" 2, . . . , and qgj j ,i 2 1 2 1
qgj rj 2, qgj 2rj / 1, q"1, q" 2, . . . .2 1 2 1
PROPOSITION 5.1.3. The Jackson integral of G -type is con¨ergent if2
 4  4Re 2b q 3g - 0 and Re 2b q 4g - 0.
Proof. Proposition 5.1.3 can be proved in the same way as Proposition
4.1.3 in Section 4.
THEOREM 5.2.1. The Jackson integral of G -type has the following2
formula:
J b , g ; j .G 2
G 1 y b G yg G 1 y g G 1 y b y g .  .  .  .q q q q
G yb y 2g G y2b y 3g .  .q qs
G 1 y 2b G 1 y 2g G y3g G 1 y 3b y 3g .  .  .  .q q q q
j 2gjy2 by4gq j q j q j rj q j j q j rj 2 q j 2rj .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
? .
b b b g g 2 g 2q q j q q j q q j rj q q j j q q j rj q q j rj . .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
5.2.1 .
In particular,
 .  b 2 bqg .COROLLARY 5.2.2. A special ¨alue of J b , g ; j at j s q , q isG 2
J b , g ; q b , q2 bqg . .G 2
s qy4 b 2q2 bgqg 2 .
G 2b G 2g G 3b q 3g G yg G yb y 2g G y2b y 3g .  .  .  .  .  .q q q q q q
? .
G b G g G b q g G y3g .  .  .  .q q q q
5.2.2 .
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Remark 5.2.3. When q ª 1, the above formula goes to the integral
J b , g ; q b , q2 bqg . .G 2
y2 by4g 2 b 2 b 2 bª t t 1 y t 1 y t t y t .  .  .  .H 1 2 1 2 1 2
D
2g 2g2g 2 2? 1 y t t t y t t y t dt dt .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
G 2b G 2g G 3b q 3g G yg G yb y 2g G y2b y 3g .  .  .  .  .  .
s ,
G b G g G b q g G y3g .  .  .  .
5.2.3 .
 . 2 24  .where D [ x, y g R ; 0 F x F 1, 0 F y F x . The value 5.2.3 is very
similar to the constant term of the Macdonald conjecture of G -type2
w xproved by F. G. Garvan 11 .
Proof of Theorem 5.2.1. In the succeeding subsections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5,
we will give a proof of Theorem 5.2.1.
5.3. Recurrence Relations of G -Type2
 l1 l2 . l1 l2We denote by A t t an alternating sum of t t with the action ofG 1 2 1 22
W such thatG 2
A t l1 t l2 [ sgn s ? s t l1 t l2 . 5.3.1 . .  .G 1 2 1 22
sgWG2
 .  .According to the Weyl denominator formula 2.1 , D t can be expandedG 2
into the alternating sum with respect to W asG 2
D t s A ty1 t 3 s A t 2 t . 5.3.2 .  . .  .G G 1 2 G 1 22 2 2
For simplicity we let
l , l [ A t l1 t l2 , .  .G1 2 G 1 22 2
d t d tq 1 q 2l , l1 2J b , g ; j [ F b , g ; t ? l , l n , .  .  .H GG G 1 2 22 2 t tw x0, j` 1 2q
so that
J 21 b , g ; j s J b , g ; j . 5.3.3 .  .  .G G2 2
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Then we have
 .PROPOSITION 5.3.1. For G -type, the recurrence relations for J b , g ; j2 G 2
are
J b q 1, g ; j s b b , g J b , g ; j , 5.3.4 .  .  .  .G G G2 2 2
J b , g q 1; j s c b , g J b , g ; j , 5.3.5 .  .  .  .G G G2 2 2
where
1 y q2 b 1 y q2 bq1 1 y q3bq3g .  .  .
3bq3gq1 3bq3gq21 y q 1 y q .  .
b b , g s y .G 3b b bqg bq2gq12 q 1 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .
2 bq3gq1 2 bq3gq21 y q 1 y q .  .
1 y q2g 1 y q2gq1 1 y q3gq1 .  .  .
3gq2 3gq31 y q 1 y q .  .
c b , g s y .G 3g g gq1 bqg2 q 1 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .
bq2gq1 bq2gq21 y q 1 y q .  .
1 y q3bq3g 1 y q3bq3gq1 1 y q3bq3gq2 .  .  .
? .2 bq3gq1 2 bq3gq2 2 bq3gq31 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .
 .Proof of Proposition 5.3.1. Difference relations of F b , g ; t areG 2
F b q 1, g ; t s g t ? F b , g ; t , 5.3.6 .  .  .  .G b G2 2
F b , g q 1; t s g t ? F b , g ; t , 5.3.7 .  .  .  .G g G2 2
where
g t s ty2 1 y q bt 1 y qyb t 1 y q bt 1 y qyb t .  .  .  .  .b 2 1 1 2 2
? 1 y q b t rt 1 y qyb t rt .  .2 1 2 1
2 3b yb b yb b ybs S t y S t q q q q S t q q q y q q q , .  .  . .  .  .3 2 1
5.3.8 .
g t s t 2 ty4 1 y qg t t 1 y qyg t t 1 y qg t rt 2 .  .  .  .g 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
? 1 y qyg t rt 2 1 y qg t 2rt 1 y qyg t 2rt .  .  .2 1 2 1 2 1




S t [ t q ty1 q t q ty1 q t rt q t rt , .1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
S t [ t q ty1 t q ty1 q t q ty1 t rt q t rt .  . .  .  .2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
q t q ty1 t rt q t rt , . .2 2 2 1 1 2
S t [ t q ty1 t q ty1 t rt q t rt , .  . .  .3 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
S t [ t t q ty1 ty1 q t 2rt q t rt 2 q t rt 2 q t 2rt , .4 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
S t [ t t q ty1 ty1 t 2rt q t rt 2 q t t q ty1 ty1 t rt 2 q t 2rt .  .  .  .  .5 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
q t 2rt q t rt 2 t rt 2 q t 2rt , .  .2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
S t [ t t q ty1 ty1 t 2rt q t rt 2 t rt 2 q t 2rt . .  .  .  .6 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .Each S t satisfies the equationsj
S t ? 2, 1 s 3, 1 y 2, 1 , 5.3.10 .  .  .  .  .G G G1 2 2 2
S t ? 2, 1 s 3, 2 y 2 2, 1 , 5.3.11 .  .  .  .  .G G G2 2 2 2
S t ? 2, 1 s 4, 1 y 3, 2 y 3, 1 q 2 2, 1 , 5.3.12 .  .  .  .  .  .  .G G G G G3 2 2 2 2 2
S t ? 2, 1 s 3, 2 y 3, 1 y 2, 1 , 5.3.13 .  .  .  .  .  .G G G G4 2 2 2 2
S t ? 2, 1 s 5, 1 y 4, 2 y 2, 1 , 5.3.14 .  .  .  .  .  .G G G G5 2 2 2 2
S t ? 2, 1 s y 5, 1 q 4, 3 q 3, 1 q 2 2, 1 . 5.3.15 .  .  .  .  .  .  .G G G G G6 2 2 2 2 2
 .  .  .  .It is easy to see the relations 5.3.10 ] 5.3.15 . From 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 , we
have
J b q 1, g ; j .G 2
41 32 31 21s J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j q 2 J b , g ; j .  .  .  .G G G G2 2 2 2
b yb 32 21y q q q J b , g ; j y 2 J b , g ; j .  . . G G2 2
2b yb 31 21q q q q J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j .  . . G G2 2
3b yb 21y q q q J b , g ; j , 5.3.16 .  . . G 2
J b , g q 1; j .G 2
51 43 31 21s yJ b , g ; j q J b , g ; j q J b , g ; j q J b , g ; j .  .  .  .G G G G2 2 2 2
g yg 51 42 21y q q q J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j .  .  .  .G G G2 2 2
2g yg 32 31 21q q q q J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j y J b , g ; j .  .  .  .G G G2 2 2
3g yg 21y q q q J b , g ; j . 5.3.17 .  .  .G 2
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In Section 2, we defined the shift operator Q x. In particular, we use
x2  .  .  .  .Q f t , t s f t , qt . The b-function b t corresponding to F t is1 2 1 2 x G2 2
Q x2 F t .G 2b t [ .x2 F t .G 2
q3y2 by4g 1 y q b t 1 y qg t rt 1 y qg t t .  . .2 2 1 1 2
g 2 g 2 gq1 21 y q t rt 1 y q t rt 1 y q t rt .  .  .2 1 2 1 2 1s .yb yg yg1 y q t 1 y q t rt 1 y q t t .  . .2 2 1 1 2
yg 2 2yg 2 1yg 21 y q t rt 1 y q t rt 1 y q t rt .  .  .2 1 2 1 2 1
Then, by Corollary 2.1.3, we have
d t d tq 1 q 2
F t ? A = w t n s 0, 5.3.18 .  .  . .H G G x2 2 2 t tw x0, j` 1 2q
 .  .  . x2  .  .where D w t s w t y b t ? Q w t for a rational function w t . Wex x2 2
 . m1 m2 yb . yb . yg . yg 2 .let w t s t t 1 y q t 1 y q t rt 1 y q t t 1 y q t rt1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
 yg 2 . ygy1 2 .  .  .  .1 y q t rt 1 y q t rt in 5.3.18 . By taking m , m s 1, y4 ,2 1 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .0, y4 , 0, y3 , y1, y4 , y1, y2 , and y2, y3 , we have the following
six equations:
J 31 b , g ; j ? 1 y q2 bq3gq1 .  .G 2
q J 21 b , g ; j ? yq b q qg y q2 bqg q q2gq1 . G 2
yq2 bq2gq1 q q bq3gq1 .
s 0, 5.3.19 .
J 32 b , g ; j ? q2 b y q bqg q q2g q q bq2g q q bq3g q q2 bq3g . G 2
yqgq1 y q bqgq1 y q bq2gq1 y q2 bq2gq1 q q bq3gq1 y q4gq1 .
qJ 31 b , g ; j ? yq b q q2 bqg y q2g q q2 bq2g y q2gq1 . G 2
qq2 bq2gq1 y q3gq1 q q bq4gq1 .
qJ 21 b , g ; j ? qg 1 q q b y1 q q bq2gq1 .  .  .G 2
s 0, 5.3.20 .
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J 41 b , g ; j ? 1 q qg y1 q q2 bq3gq2 .  .  .G 2
q J 32 b , g ; j ? q bqg 1 y q2gq2 .  .G 2
q J 31 b , g ; j ? q b 1 q qg q q2g y qgq1 q q3gq1 . G 2
yq2gq2 y q3gq2 y q4gq2 .
q J 21 b , g ; j ? q b qg y q 1 q q3gq1 .  .  .G 2
s 0, 5.3.21 .
J 42 b , g ; j ? q bqg y1 q q2gq1 .  .G 2
q J 41 b , g ; j ? 1 q qg 1 y qg q q2 bqg y q2gq1 .  . G 2
qq2 bq2gq1 y q2 bq3gq1 .
q J 32 b , g ; j ? q b 1 q qg y1 q q3gq1 .  .  .G 2
231 b g g gq1q J b , g ; j ? q y1 q q 1 q q 1 q q .  .  .  .G 2
q J 21 b , g ; j ? q bqg qg y q 1 q qg .  .  .G 2
s 0, 5.3.22 .
J 51 b , g ; j ? 1 q qg y1 q q2 bq3gq3 .  .  .G 2
q J 42 b , g ; j ? q bqg 1 y q2gq3 .  .G 2
q J 41 b , g ; j ? q b 1 q qg 1 y q3gq3 .  .  .G 2
q J 32 b , g ; j ? qg 1 q q b 1 y q b q qg q qgq1 y q bqgq2 .  . G 2
yq bqgq3 q q2gq3 y q bq2gq3 .
q J 31 b , g ; j ? qg yq bqg y q2 bqg q q bq1 y q2 bqgq1 . G 2
qq2gq1 y q2 bq2gq1 q q2
yq2 bq2 q qgq2 y q bq2gq2 q qgq3 q q bqgq3 .
q J 21 b , g ; j ? yq2g q q2 bq2g y q3g y q bq3g y q2 bqgq1 . G 2
qq bq2gq1 y q3gq1 y q bq3gq1 y q bq4gq1
yq2 bq3gq1 q q2 q q bq2 q q bqgq2 q q2 bqgq2
yq bq2gq2 q q3gq2 q q bqgq3 q q2 bqgq3
yq2gq3 q q2 bq2gq3 .
s 0 5.3.23 .
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and
J 51 b , g ; j ? 1 q q bq2g y q bqgq1 q q bq3gq1 y q bq2gq2 y q2 bq4gq2 .  .G 2
q J 43 b , g ; j ? qg 1 q q b y1 q q bq2gq2 .  .  .G 2
q J 42 b , g ; j ? yq b q q2 bqg y q2g q qgq1 y q2gq1 q q2 bq2gq1 . G 2
yq2 bq3gq1 q q2 bq2gq2 y q3gq2 q q bq4gq2 .
q J 41 b , g ; j ? q b y1 q q2g 1 q qgq1 q q2gq2 .  .  .G 2
qJ 32 b , g ; j ? q2 b y qg y q bqg q q2g q q bq2g . G 2
qq q q bq1 y qgq1 y q bqgq1 q q bq3gq1
qq2 bq3gq1 y q bq4gq1 y q2 bq4gq1 y q bq2gq2
yq2 bq2gq2 q q bq3gq2 q q2 bq3gq2 y q4gq2 .
q J 31 b , g ; j ? q bqg q q2 bqg y q2 bq2g q q3g y q2 bq3g y q2 bq1 . G 2
q2 q2gq1 q 2 q2 bq2gq1 y q4gq1 q qgq2
yq2 bqgq2 q q2gq2 y q3gq2 y q bq3gq2 .
q J 21 b , g ; j ? qg yq2 b q qg q q bqg y q y q bq1 . G 2
qqgq1 y q2 bqgq1 q q bq2gq1 q q2 bq2gq1
yq bqgq2 y q2 bqgq2 q q2gq2 .
s 0. 5.3.24 .
51 . 43 . 42  . 41 .By eliminating J b , g ; j , J b , g ; j , J b , g ; j , J b , g ; j ,G G G G2 2 2 232 . 31 .  .  .J b , g ; j , and J b , g ; j from Eqs. 5.3.16 , 5.3.17 , andG G2 2
 .  .5.3.19 ] 5.3.24 , which disgusts us to calculate by hand, we eventually
 .obtain the recurrence relations of J b , g ; j .G 2
5.4. Asymptotic Beha¨ior of the Jackson Integral of G -Type2
PROPOSITION 5.4.1. The asymptotic beha¨ior of the Jackson integral
 .J b y N, g y N; j at N ª q` is gi¨ en byG 2
J b y N , g y N ; j .G 2
; C q3 NNq1.y3 N bqg .G 2
j 2gjy2 by4gq j q j q j rj q j j q j rj 2 q j rj 2 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
? ,
b b b g g 2 g 2q q j q q j q q j rj q q j j q q j rj q q j rj . .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
5.4.1 .
where C is a constant not depending on b , g , and j .G 2
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Proof. Proposition 5.4.1 can be proved in the same way as Proposition
4.4.1 in Section 4.
5.5. Final Step of the Proof of Theta Product Formula for G -Type2
From Proposition 5.3.1, the following recurrence relation between
 .  .J b , g ; j and J b y 1, g y 1; j is deduced:G G2 2
J b , g ; j .G 2
s b b y 1, g c b y 1, g y 1 J b y 1, g y 1; j .  .  .G G G2 2 2
q3 bqgy2. q1y2 b q1y2g qy3g q1y3by3g .  .  .  .2 2 3 6s 1yb 1yg yg 1ybyg yby2g y2 by3gq q q q q q . .  .  .  .  .11 1 2 3 5
?J b y 1, g y 1; j . .G 2
Then we have
J b , g ; j s R N J b y N , g y N ; j , 5.5.1 .  .  .  .G G G2 2 2
where
q3 bqg .Ny3 NNq1. q1y2 b q1y2g qy3g q1y3by3g .  .  .  .2 N 2 N 3 N 6 N
R N s . .G 1yb 1yg yg 1ybyg yby2g y2 by3g2 q q q q q q . .  .  .  .  .NN N 2 N 3 N 5N
 .Moreover, combining 5.5.1 and Proposition 5.4.1, we obtain
J b , g ; j .G 2
C q1y2 b q1y2g qy3g q1y3by3g .  .  .  .G ` ` ` `2s 1yb 1yg yg 1ybyg yby2g y2 by3gq q q q q q . .  .  .  .  .`` ` ` ` `
j 2gjy2 by4gq j q j q j rj q j j q j rj 2 q j rj 2 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
? .
b b b g g 2 g 2q q j q q j q q j rj q q j j q q j rj q q j rj . .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
5.5.2 .
 .By letting g s 0 in 5.5.2 , we have
3C q1y2 b q1y3b y2 bj q j q j q j rj .  .  . .  .G ` ` 2 1 2 2 12J b , 0; j s ? . .G 2 b B b2 1yb yb y2 b q q j q q j q q j rj .  .  .1 2 2 1q q q .  .  .` ` `
5.5.3 .
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 .  .On the other hand, by definition 5.1.1 of J b , g ; j , we haveG 2
q1yb t q1yb t q1yb t rt .  .  .1 2 2 1` ` `y2 bJ b , 0; j s t . HG 2 b b b2 q t q t q t rtw x  .  .  .0, j` 1 2 2 1q ` ` `
d t d tq 1 q 2
? 1 y t 1 y t 1 y t rt n .  .  .1 2 2 1 t t1 2
s J 0, b ; j .A2
2 2 1y2 b 1y3b3 1 y q q q q .  .  .  .` ` `s 21yb yb y2 bq q q .  .  .` ` `
jy2 bq j q j q j rj .  .  .2 1 2 2 1
? . 5.5.4 .b B bq q j q q j q q j rj .  .  .1 2 2 1
 .  .because we have already given a product formula 3.3.3 for J a , b ; j inA n
Section 3,
j aj ay2 bq q aj q q aj q j rj . .  .1 2 1 2 2 1
J a , b ; j s C a , b ? , .  .A A b b b2 q q j q q j q q j rj .  .  .1 2 2 1
where
1 y q3a 1 y q b 1 y q2 b .  .  .2C a , b s 1 y q .  .A a aqb aq2 b1 y q 1 y q 1 y q .  .  .
22 1y2 b 1y3bq q q .  .  .` ` `
? .1yb 1yayb 1yay2 b ayb ay2 bq q q q q .  .  .  .  .` ` ` ` `
 .  .  .2 .2Comparing 5.5.3 with 5.5.4 , we have C s 1 y q q . Hence weG `2
obtain Theorem 5.2.1.
APPENDIX: JACKSON INTEGRAL OF BC -TYPEn
In this section, we define the Jackson integral of BC -type and staten
only a result in the case where n s 2.
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A1. Definition of the Jackson Integral of BC -Typen
DEFINITION A1.1. The Jackson integral of BC -type is defined byn
J b , d , g ; j .BCn
n 1yb 1ydq t yq t .  .i i` `ybydy2 jy1.g 2s t 1 y t .H i ib dq t yq tw x  .  .0, j` is1 i iq ` `
1yg 1yg nq t rt q t t t d t .  .j i j i j q i` `? 1 y 1 y t t , . Hj ig g  /q t rt q t t t t .  .1Fi-jFn j i j i i iis1` `
A1 .
 .  .and A1 goes to 0.3 when q ª 1.
 .Remark A.1.2. When d s 0, A1 coincides with the Jackson integral of
B -type:n
J b , 0, g ; j s J b , g ; j . .  .BC Bn n
A2. Theta Product Formula for BC -Type2
THEOREM A2. The Jackson integral of BC -type has the formula2
J b , d , g ; j .BC2
2 q j q yj .  .i iybydy2 iy1.gs C b , d , g ? j . BC i b d2  5q q j q yq j .  .is1 i i
q j rj q j j .  .2 1 2 1
? ,
g gq q j rj q q j j .  .2 1 2 1
 .where C b , d , g is a constant such thatBC2
C b , d , g .BC2
s2 qy2 bq1 ; q2 qy2 by2 dq2 ; q2 qy2 by2gq1 ; q2 qy2 by2 dy2gq2 ; q2 .  .  .  .` ` ` `
2 y2g y2gq2 2 y2 dy2gq1 2 y2 dq1 2q yq q q ; q q ; q q ; q .  .  .  .  .  .` ` ` ` ` `
? .yg ygq1 ybydq1 ybydyg ybydyg gq1 ybydy2gq q q q q q .  .  .  .  .  .` ` ` ` ` `
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